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Introduction
With various reports suggesting that the UK is sluggishly coming out of recession and
that the global economy is starting to slowly recover, we question the practical
implications this raises for the arts and the businesses that work closely with them.
Complementing the previous surveys we conducted (August 08, November 08, April
09), we are continuing to temperature test the market in order to assess the trends that
have arisen as a result of the recession and how they can be addressed, by offering
some practical advice to support arts and cultural organisations across the UK.
The key issues revolve around the increasing demand for arts services but the
difficulty in providing the supply due to the increasing challenges of securing external
(public and private) funds, which massively contribute to the survival, health and
quality of the cultural sector in the UK.
This report presents attitudes from both the arts and business sectors, collated
through our surveys and in-depth interviews and cross- referenced against each other
in order to identify where their views align, where they diverge and what this means.
This analysis is contextualised with an overview of the economy and compared
against similar surveys looking at business performance and priorities overall (not
just in terms of arts engagement).
What we distinguish here is the difference between the recovery of the economy in
purely financial terms and the actual day-to-day effects this will be having on the arts
and those that support them – how long is it likely for these impacts to continue for?
Ranging from figures on performance indicators for the arts to practical suggestions
for increased and diverse income sources, this report provides invaluable insight into
the current cultural landscape and the priorities of businesses.
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Headline findings
Arts:
Attendance levels are still maintained for the majority (close to 70%) of arts organisations (though
more have experienced a decrease this time round than in April 09).
Overall, private investment has gone down for an average of 56.4% of arts organisations, with
business investment alone down for close to 70%.
More organisations experienced a decrease in business investment in July 09 than in April 09,
however the difference is not massive.
Some businesses are not renewing contracts, but others are signing up, though for less money
(so the ask is less concentrated).
On average, arts organisations expect the recession to continue impacting on their fundraising
efforts and success for another 22 months (up until 2011), with the most pessimistic expecting this
to last another 5 years.
Increasing fundraising activities is still the most popular response to the recession; scaling
back projects and investing in marketing & technology were the second and third most popular
in respect (the latter was a new addition to the list of options).
Many organisations still consider the Olympics to be a further barrier for securing business
investment for the long run.
The underlying trend is that organisations are now focusing on ―friends-raising‖, trying to create
relationships with more businesses and asking for less – accumulatively the amount they manage to
secure between these businesses (and individuals) is similar to the larger amounts they would get
from one-offs.
Overall, they are finding they have to work harder for fundraising, but some are still quite successful
in reaching targets, albeit readjusted in accordance to the recession. The fact that most organisations
are doing reasonably well in terms of attendances and earned income is a positive sign, amidst the
challenges they are facing in securing external funds.

Organisation indicator
(% of respondents)

Maintained & increased
levels

Decreased levels

Attendances

67.7

32.3

Gift shop sales

81.4

18.6

Cafe & restaurant sales

81.3

18.7

Public funding

54.9

45
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Business investment

31.8

68.2

Individual giving

50.9

49.2

Trusts & foundations

48.2

51.9

Response to recession

% of respondents

Increased fundraising efforts

58.6

Scale back project

41.8

Investing in marketing/technology

32.3

Special deals for admission

29.7

Cut/freeze staff salaries

28.4

Postpone project

24.1

Considered collaborating/merging

19

Cancel project

14.7

Other

12.1

Increase admission fees

11.6

Decrease admission fees

11.6

Frozen hiring

11.2

Collaborated/merged

9.9

Lay-off staff

9.9

Reducing opening hours

6.9

Businesses:
Business respondents are slightly less confident about their levels of investment in the arts in July
09 than in April 09 (but more so than November 08).
42% said that their investment in the arts decreased in the last 3 months.
However, the trends are still similar, with investment in the arts expected to pick up in 2011
(this thinking aligns with that of the arts).
Investing in the arts is still more of a priority compared to other charities, sports and broadcasting.
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Sponsorship is still the best way for businesses to engage with the arts (more believe this now
than previously).

Priorities for business respondents (%)

July 09

April 09

Arts

34.6

36.2

Other charities

25.2

28

Sports

21.2

18

Broadcasting

19

17.8

The table below shows that for the long run, people were least optimistic in November 08 and more
optimistic in April 09. In July 09 respondents have found a middle ground, with the worst potentially
mostly behind them but with a felt long-term impact for the future. An imminent drop of business
investment is anticipated for 2009/2010, with things expected to get better from 2011 onwards,
though a return to previous levels is not expected before 2013.
Confidence levels
(% of respondents)

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013+

July 09

51.6

51.6

77.5

86.2

89.7

April 09

54.9

62.0

87.0

92.2

92.2

November 08

64.7

30.9

55.9

76.5

83.8

According to the table below, sponsorship is becoming more of a priority than CSR, though in
November 08, the two were rated as equally important.
Arts investment priorities

July 09

November 08

Sponsorship

27.2

24.0

CSR

22.8

24.1

Staff development

21.5

22.7

Volunteering/charitable giving

15.6

18.8

Corporate art

12.9

10.3
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Arts responses (240 – with additional in-depth interviews)
What impact has the recession had on arts organisations since April 2009?
The figures below show the impact of the recession on attendances, earned income, public funding
and private investment for our respondent organisations. Here, extremely positive equates to more
than 50% increase, positive to less than 50% increase, negative to less than 50% decrease and
extremely negative to more than 50% decrease.
Extremely positive

Positive

No impact

Negative

Extremely negative

100
90
80
70
60
50

Earned income

Private investment

40
30
20
10
0
Attendances

Gift shop
sales

Cafe &
restaurant
sales

Public
funding

Business
investment

Individual
giving

Trusts &
foundations

In all cases reference to public funding excludes the Arts Council England‖s (ACE) Sustain grant and mainly refers to
funding from local authorities.

The negative impact on earned income (through attendances, gift shop sales, and cafe & restaurant
sales) is much less than that of external funding, particularly private investment, and more specifically
business investment. Furthermore, what is particularly positive is that attendances have actually
increased by more than 50% for a substantial proportion or our respondent organisations (5% - and
more than 20% if you also include the organisations which experienced an increase of less than 50%),
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suggesting that there is an increase in the demand of arts services. Also of further interest is that gift
shop and cafe & restaurant sales are the two organisational indicators that have been least affected by
the recession, suggesting in respect that there is still a significant amount of disposable income and
purchasing capacity for ―culture vultures‖, and potentially that there are new audiences engaging with
the arts and purchasing arts-related products respectively.
Critical however, is the amount of organisations that have had their private investment slashed, for
many by more than 50%. However, when analysed according to size of organisation, the picture is
less alarming as this decrease is relative to organisations‖ size and how much investment has
previously been received (the more private investment received in the past, the greater the decrease it
is likely to experience).
Though the sharp decrease in the majority of external funding, including private investment, is
alarming, the ―green shoots‖ can be found in the ongoing appetite for the services these organisations
have to offer, explicit in the maintained levels of visitor and audience numbers for the majority of
organisations. This brings into question the demand and supply model, which is currently skewed, as
the former is high but the latter will be difficult to provide. The issue that currently seems to be the
case for most organisations is that the demand is there, with people increasingly wanting to engage
with what the arts have to offer, but the supply is proving increasingly difficult, as securing financial
stability is currently a challenge. This is also substantiated by the Charity Commission‖s latest
research, “charities are facing rising demands and shrinking incomes during the recession.”1
To this end, in this economic climate, maintaining previous levels of activity and income alone
(coupled with an actual increase of these indicators in some cases) should be considered a success.
Increase & same

Decrease

100
90
80
70
60
50
%
40
30
20
10
0

1

AOL news, Charities facing shrinking incomes, 18 September 2009
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As in April 09, the majority of arts organisations seem to be maintaining their levels of attendances
and ancillary income, though the majority of organisations are finding it difficult to secure private
investment (though membership subscriptions and online donations are still holding up for the
majority of respondents). Though it is tempting to say that the decrease in private investment is
almost offset by the levels of earned income, which are more-or-less maintained, this is not the case,
as arts organisations rely on all these complementary sources of income (earned income, public
funding and private investment) for their health and survival.
Some respondents see the decrease in private investment and an expected cut in public funding as
the ―perfect storm‖2. Other arts organisations (especially smaller ones) consider themselves nimble in
nature and are accustomed to the difficulties of surviving with less, considering a) it has always been
challenging for them to secure external funding b) they have always had very little to survive on and
c) if this decreases also, they will be able to adapt, as they are flexible and scalable in nature, “it‖s just
another problem we have to contend with and which has to be overcome – the work has to go on.” On
the back of this, some organisations are suggesting that this is also a good time to look internally and
shift focus/priorities, to ensure that indeed they are relevant and what they are offering to their public
makes a difference, “this should not be seen as a ―recession‖, which implies we will get over it – rather
we should use it to contribute to revolutionary thought and processes, and a total restructuring of the
way we work and pay for things.”

2

The Guardian, Arts world braced for ―hurricane‖ as recession hits, 14 March 2009
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In depth – earned income:

Attendances (%)
2 5
17.9

30.3

> 50% increase
< 50% increase
No impact
> 50% decrease
< 50% decrease

44.8

Though quite a sizeable proportion of the respondent organisations experienced a decrease in
attendances and ticket sales, the decrease equated to less than 50% for the majority. Furthermore, the
decrease in attendances and visitor numbers (often equating to ticket sales) was more-or-less
counterbalanced by the fact that the majority of organisations managed to maintain their levels of
attendances, with 22.9% experiencing an increase, of which 22% experienced a more than 50%
increase.
Consumer behaviour is working in the arts‖ favour, as appetite for the cultural experience is still
holding up. This is also evidenced by the Society of London Theatre (SOLT), which said that in the
first 6 months of 2009, there were 7.6 million visits – up by 2.5% on 2008, which itself was a record
year (with box office receipts 3.5% up)3 and total attendances to week ending 15 August 2009 were up
by 4% on last year to 8,786,394, with box office receipts up 5% on the same period.4 Festivals have in
a similar light attracted increasing amounts of visitors through their ―doors‖. Ticket sales for the
Edinburgh Festival were up 20% on 2007, the Fringe‖s best year ever.5
This is also consistent across the globe, with festivals and theatre productions selling out faster than
ever before and increasing up to 35% from the year before (Fuentes La Roche, 2009) and this is
definitely the case for free arts events also, “the recession has meant increases in attendances to our
free public festivals, with increases of up to 40%.” A turn to less expensive arts offerings is therefore
expected by some, as disposable income is being squeezed and consumption (both commercial and
cultural) and discretionary spending from individuals is therefore being re-examined. This might also
be positive for the arts, as more expensive leisure offerings, such as travel abroad, will be replaced by
cultural consumption by some. The weaker pound could also attract more tourism from abroad
(specifically the Eurozone), which is something that would also offset the negative impact of people
spending less internally.
3
4
5

West End theatres defy gloom with boom

Boris meets Billy Elliot on Broadway
The Times, Tate chief Will Gompertz to perform solo comedy show at Edinburgh Fringe , 7 August, 2009
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Gift shop sales (%)
0.7

0.7
8.3

17.9

> 50% increase
< 50% increase
No impact
> 50% decrease
< 50% decrease
72.4

Gift shop sales have been the least affected by the recession, with levels maintained for close to three
quarters of arts organisations, and increased for close to 10%. This is also supported by the National
Trust reporting its best year ever in gift sales, and sales at the Natural History Museums‖ shops up by
21%.6
This surprising increase in gift shop sales, exemplifies primarily consumers‖ desire to purchase
products with a story and soul, but also arts‖ organisations‖ need to become increasingly proactive
and entrepreneurial. This is also substantiated by the amount of organisations (70 so far across the
UK) that have joined the online culture shop CultureLabel, collectively selling their products and
merchandise through this online platform7 and reaching out to a wider audience.

Cafe & restaurant sales (%)
0 0
18.7

10.4
> 50% increase
< 50% increase
No impact
> 50% decrease
< 50% decrease
70.9

6
7

The Guardian, Museum stores booming as cultural shoppers seek out ―gifts with soul‖, 18 August 2009
The Wall Street Journal, Museum shops link up online
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As with gift shop sales, cafe & restaurant sales also seem to be faring well inspite of the recession.
Cafe & restaurant sales also directly and heavily depend on consumer spending, and though a small
proportion of respondetns have experienced some decreases, there was a high number of
organisations that have maintained their levels of cafe & restaurant sales in addition to an increase for
a substantial number of organisations (10%). In this respect, organisations are starting to take
advantage of the potential cafes & restaurants provide to generate additional income for the
organisation, “we are currently focused on increasing earned income, by improving the cafe and
extending the menu.”
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In depth – public funding:

Public funding (%)
1
7.4

8.9
> 50% increase
< 50% increase
No impact

37.6

> 50% decrease
45

< 50% decrease

As previously stated, the reporting of public funding activity in this instance does not inclue the
recent contribution of ACE‖s Sustain grants that have provided additional support to several
organisations. Also most of the settlements with Arts Councils and Ministries of Culture (DCMS etc)
have been arranged and committed to in advance, so the public funding reporting above refers mainly
to local authorities and other similar ad-hoc grants from the government or other public bodies (both
UK-based and international).
However, in additional conversations with our respondents, many expect public funding directly from
the Arts Councils and central government to decrease substantially when contracts expire and
agreements have to be renewed.
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In depth – private investment:
% of respondents

Increase & remain the same

Decrease

Business investment

31.8

68.2

Individual giving

50.9

49.2

Trusts & foundations

48.2

51.9

Average of private investment

43.6

56.4

Overall private investment in the UK has gone down for more than half (an average of 56.4%) of our
respondents.
According to a few of the in-depth qualitative interviews, some fundraising targets were being met,
albeit with great difficultly (and often referring to readjusted targets in response to the recession),
through a change of tactic, with organisations asking for less but from more sources (businesses,
individuals and trusts & foundations).

Business investment (%)
0 3.5
18.2

> 50% increase
28.3

< 50% increase
No impact
> 50% decrease
< 50% decrease

50

More than 68% of our respondents said their organisations experienced a decrease in the business
investment they managed to secure in the last couple of months (since April 2009). Of these, 36% of
the organisations‖ business investment decreased by more than 50%. However, 28.3% of
organisations have managed to maintain their levels of business investment, and 3.5% have
experienced an increase equating to less than 50% of what they were already receiving.
Though overall, businesses are either withdrawing from investing in the arts or investing with smaller
amounts (conversations indicate that the latter is most often the case), businesses are still committed
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to engaging with the arts in similar capacities as previously, and in some cases increasing the levels
with which they are investing. This exemplifies the continued business interest in working with the
arts, even though they are being more modest and prudent about how much they are currently seen to
be spending.

Individual giving (%)
0
7.7

7.7
> 50% increase
< 50% increase
No impact

41.5

43.2

> 50% decrease
< 50% decrease

Organisations were almost split in half in terms of their levels of individual giving for the last couple
of months. Overall individual giving decreased for 49% of our respondents (though for the majority of
these, the decrease was less than 50%) and 51% of organisations managed to maintain levels of
individual giving (though for the majority they remained static rather than experiencing an increase).
Anecdotally, major fundraisers from various arts organisations have said that “individual giving
Armageddon” will hit in 2011, the same time that business investment is expected to return to growth.
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Membership subscriptions (%)
1.8

0.6
6

21.6

> 50% increase
< 50% increase
No impact
> 50% decrease
70.1

< 50% decrease

Membership subscriptions (above) and online donations (below) were on average maintained by more
organisations than those which maintained their overall levels of individual giving. This implies that
these two ways of engaging with individuals better harness their potential, and encourage sustained
and ongoing levels of giving.

Online donations (%)
1.5

0 0.7

16.9

> 50% increase
< 50% increase
No impact
> 50% decrease
80.9

< 50% decrease

In the US, “arts groups are using virtually every means of wooing audiences. In addition to ticket
discounts, offbeat programs, and unusual performance settings, the arts‖ use of Facebook, Twitter,
and text messaging has become increasingly prevalent and, in recent months, many arts groups
including the San Francisco Symphony have introduced online social networks. In June, the New
York Philharmonic became the first orchestra with its own Apple iPhone Application offering viewers
extensive data, including program notes, audio clips of upcoming concerts, and reviews. On July 14,
the Philharmonic introduced mobile giving—allowing audiences at its free concert in Central Park to
send a five dollar donation by text message to the orchestra, with the donated amount to appear on
each donor's mobile service bill. Five text messages totalling twenty-five dollars could be sent with
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each monthly billing cycle."8

Trusts & foundations (%)
0
9

5.3
> 50% increase
< 50% increase
42.9

42.9

No impact
> 50% decrease
< 50% decrease

The decrease in funding from trusts & foundations for the majority of our arts respondents is reflected
in the Charity Market Monitor 2009, which reported that 41% of the top 300 charitable trusts saw a
fall in the value of their grant-making in 2008, and an overall drop of their net asset value by 10%.
According to the report, “a new wave of wealthy donors who have recently been giving to charitable
trusts through major “one-off” capital gifts and endowments out of wealth acquired during the 1980s
and 1990s may not be sustained in post-recession years.”
Furthermore, the Charity Commission‖s Firm Foundations report discusses amongst others, trusts
and foundations‖ increasing scrutiny of how recipients of their grants use the money, looking at the
financial viability of organisations applying for funds and trying thus to minimise risks. The report
also suggests that the full extent of trusts and foundations‖ exposure to the downturn and the wider
knock-on effects will not be revealed until next year or beyond.
According to another survey of 95 trusts and foundations, carried out by the Association of Charitable
Foundations, 36% of respondents expect to maintain current levels of grant-making for 2009, with 9%
increasing these levels. There are therefore still some trusts and foundations that are making
considerable contributions to the arts, such as the Wolfson Foundation, which recently matched a
DCMS grant for arts organisations pound for pound, reaching a total of £4 million.9 However, 44% are
likely to give fewer grants next year; 27% believed their grants will be smaller, and 23% think they
will be given over shorter periods. Looking ahead, 15% anticipate higher grant-making in 2010 and
38% plan to increase grant-making in the longer-term.

8

Arts Management, Arts Attracting Attention and Support, Support, Summer 2009
Department for Culture, Media and Sport, £4 million grants announced for English museums under DCMS/Wolfson
Museums and Galleries Fund, 28 August 2009
9
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Arts Performance Index (API)
The Arts Performance Index (API) has been used to translate when the majority of respondents (more
than half) have reported a decrease in any of the indicators below into a negative figure. Translating
the figures into positive and negative territory can better signal the gravity of the performance of these
key indicators for arts organisations, where -50 points would paint the most negative picture which
equates to 100% of respondents reporting a decrease in the specific indicator. If the index stands at 0,
this implies that the same amount of respondents have reported a decrease in the performance
indicator as those who have reported maintained or increased levels, suggesting an overall stagnation
for the indicator as the growth is counterbalanced by the drop.
July 09

April 09

50
40
30
20
10
0
-10
-20

Attendances

Gift shop
sales

Cafe &
restaurant
sales

Public
funding

Business
investment

Individual
giving

Trusts &
foundations

-30

The overall picture is mainly positive, as most indicators exist quite healthily within the positive
territory (though attendances and public funding have experienced a decrease from the last 3
months).
However, business investment and funding from trusts & foundations are worryingly the only two
indicators in negative territory, both in April and July 09. The individual giving index has still just
about managed to stay positive (with a low +0.9 points), suggesting this too has a high risk factor and
is declining quite rapidly and for a large proportion of organisations, especially considering the 7
point decrease it experienced in three months‖ time.
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API – according to artform
50
40
30

Arts centre
Arts services

20

Community arts
Dance

10

Festival
0

Museum
Music

-10

Other combined arts
Theatre/drama

-20

Visual arts/gallery
Others*

-30
-40
-50
*―Others‖ category combines opera, other single artform, literature, crafts, heritage, and film

Attendances are particular high amongst festival organisations, with the performance index standing
at +44. The museum sector is faring the best in terms of maintaining levels of business investment
and is the only artform whose index is positive for this indicator, even though this is still relatively low
at +6.25. In addition, funding from trusts & foundations is at +25 points for museums, the highest
from all the other artforms.
It seems that music and visual arts organisations have been particularly challenged by the recession,
with business investment at a low -34 for both sectors (translating to 80% of respondents reporting a
decrease). This seems to align with the Sustain grants that the Arts Council of England recently
awarded, so far in its majority to music and opera organisations. However, the majority of the current
recipients of Sustain grants have attributed their need for this grant mainly to maintain the high
quality of their work and for some to make up for the decrease in income from trusts and foundations
rather than from business investment (Arts Industry, Issue 238, August 14 2009).
Dance organisations also seem to have greatly suffered, where the majority of our respondents have
experienced losses from private sources across the board, with individual giving and funding from
trusts & foundations lower than any other artform.
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API – according to size (turnover)
Size

Turnover

Small

£0 - £100k

Medium

£100k - £1mil

Large

£1mil - £5mil

Major

£5mil+

Major

Large

Medium

Small

50
40
30
20
10
0
-10
-20
-30
-40

According to the index above, a greater amount of larger organisations are experiencing decreases in
their business investment, though more are conversely also experiencing increasing numbers of
attendances and earned income.
We must always bear in mind that these larger organisations are the ones that have received most
business investment in the past, much of which funded specific projects, productions or exhibitions.
With -31 and -22 points in respect (namely with 81% and 72% of major and large organisations
respectively experiencing a decrease), the API exemplifies that major and large organisations have
experienced more of a decrease in business investment this year than organisations with more
modest turnovers. This however does not mean that their business partners have withdrawn
completely from investing, but that they have in most cases decided to invest with smaller amounts.
In this light, smaller organisations that do not typically heavily rely on business investment, or large
sums of it, will be less hard hit than the bigger players. At the same time, smaller organisations are
more flexible and more used to being resourceful and securing their survival through minimum
resources or alternative means (as they have fewer expenses respectively).
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This may explain the rationale behind the Arts Council‖s Sustain programme to exclude smaller
organisations, as it will fund organisations seeking to fill in a gap of a minimum of £75k, with the
main aims of helping organisations continue with their artistic endeavours, ensure their continued
quality and reach to broader audiences, important objectives in themselves. However, the question
still remains: which organisations are more ―at risk‖ or in danger, and therefore which should be
prioritised for help? The withdrawal of a small sum might be more detrimental for a smaller
organisation than the withdrawal of a much larger sum from a larger organisation. Resources should
therefore be made available to all types of organisations, regardless of size or artform, in order to
compensate for or mitigate against a real recessionary impact in income sources, no matter how large
the sum is (as the extent of the effect of a deficit will be relative and proportional to the size of the
organisation and not to the size of the deficit itself).
Some argue that in a recession, the strong get stronger and the weak get weaker, however, for the arts
it is not necessarily about either size or strength – it is about flexibility, creativity and innovation. The
more nimble the organisation, the better equipped they are to adapt to trends taking place in the
market, or even to drive and shape these changes to their own advantage.
API – according to region
50
40
London
Midlands

30

North West
20

Northern Ireland
Scotland

10

South East
South West

0

Wales
-10

Yorkshire
Others*

-20
-30
*The 'others' category includes the East and North East of England

The majority of organisations in the SW, Midlands and London are experiencing decreases in
business investment. Similarly, London is the region that has had the most negative impact on
individual giving, with the index reaching -21points (translating to close to 30% of respondents in the
region experiencing a drop in this source of private investment).
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Following Scotland, London is also the region which has mostly suffered in terms of funding from
trusts & foundations, where the majority of the respondents have also experienced a decrease on this
front also.
In contrast, organisations in the North West have the highest index for private investment across the
board, including business investment, individual giving and funding from trusts & foundations, with
the latter two doing particularly well (both within positive territory of close to +30).
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How are organisations responding to the recession?
Reducing opening hours
Lay-off staff
Collaborated/merged
Frozen hiring
Decrease admission fees
Increase admission fees
Other
%

Cancel project
Considered collaborating/merging
Postpone project
Cut/freeze staff salaries
Special deals for admission
Investing in marketing/technology
Scale back project
Increased fundraising efforts
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Increasing fundraising efforts has been the activity most organisations (58.6%) are engaging with in
response to the recession, “appointed fundraising officer; creating special corporate deals, creating
new membership and supporter categories to attract major donors and loyalty, improving the
―supporter offer‖.” This is followed by organisations scaling back (but not cancelling or postponing)
projects and investing in marketing and technology – the latter was added as a new activity, in
response to April‖s survey, where many referenced this as their ―other‖ activity, “we are increasing our
profile through vigorous marketing of recently completed and soon to be completed projects, to
ensure we are well placed to gain new business if and when the market improves... creation of
Marketing & Funding Manager post... increased use of fundraising/social networking... introduced
online sales capacity... use everything that is free such as social networking etc!”
Other recession-combating activities include training staff to engage and cultivate better with
potential hires/sponsors; hiring premises; working on education and health initiatives; and also
seeking to provide companies with additional services such as training and hospitality rather than
traditional sponsorship in isolation.
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Comparing April/July responses
April 09

July 09
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Lay-off staff
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Frozen hiring
Increase admission fees
Decrease admission fees
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%

Cancel project
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The response levels of most activities responding to the recession are similar in July 09 as they were
in April 09. This excludes investing in marketing and technology and reducing opening hours, both of
which were only included in the July survey. Interestingly, in April 09 only 5.2% of respondents
introduced salary cuts, whereas in July 09 this proportion increased to account for 29% of
organisations. Also a few more organisations are currently providing special deals for admission than
was the case in April. Overall comparing responses from April and July is indicative of organisations
now being more proactive in response to the recession, with more of them doing more things to
counter the challenges that arise in respect.
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Attracting more business investment
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Source: IFM Industry Survey – Mid Year 2009

According to the IFM‖s 400+ worldwide survey, rights holders from within sports, media and
entertainment industries, working with a variety of brand owners and businesses, are also actively
trying to attract more investment by providing a more appealing and value-for-money offer to their
business partners, “larger companies who may have invested in more high profile or glamorous
corporate entertainment are looking towards smaller organisations to provide VFM.”
The majority therefore expressed the increasing need to provide sponsorship evaluations in order to
exemplify their impact, direct and indirect return on investment for both partners and the overall
success of the project – this will help justify a renewal or to attract more investment. In addition,
widening the search for sponsors and trying to diversify income sources, has been popular for many
rights holders/organisations.
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Anticipated future levels of artistic activity/production
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It is worth noting, that for many of the organisations it was very difficult to make future predictions on
activity levels, as this is increasingly dependent on the status of their external funding such as
renewed sponsorship deals and Arts Council funding.
It is also worth mentioning that not all organisations that have experienced a decrease in the level of
artistic activity attribute it to the recession and the uncertainty of external funding as a result of this,
but instead as a direct by-product of the Olympics, which many organisations consider a threat. Out
of a limited pool of business investment (and public funding), sports activities are likely to attract a
large proportion of what is currently available in the run up to 2012. A few organisations also fear that
funds which could in theory go towards the arts will be redirected to sports.
Some organisations are particularly worried about the content that they will continue to put up – they
are becoming more risk averse and so are thinking of putting-up more ―safe‖ exhibitions/performances
etc. (this seems to be particularly the case for the arts in other countries, according to IFACCA10)
However, more organisations in the UK than previously believe that their specific remit is to challenge
audiences, and to engage them with more stimulating content, that reflects the nature of society and
the context in which they are produced and experienced. To this end, there are still many
organisations that are keen and committed to present innovative content, which is above all of high
quality. This is what people are looking for in the arts, and this is what they want to therefore provide
them with.

10

IFACCA, Global financial crisis and recession: impact on the arts, June 2009
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Key messages/ quote bank
Arts organisations offering more for less and providing value for money
“as business is unwilling or unable to contribute as much cash we are having success making corporate partnerships based
on how much they can help us with positioning and marketing... working hard to increase the pool of potential donors and
senior volunteers to make up for decreased likelihood of successful applications – we are increasing networks and calling
upon many more new sources of help to orchestrate new introduction... creation of ―survival package‖ for businesses...
created a greater number of cheaper hospitality packages and taken a more flexible approach to discounting them to
maintain/create relationships... cutting cost of sponsorship packages/ 50% discount offers on friends renewals to those who
have ―lapsed‖... tailored packages for specific organisations enabling them to promote their projects through us and us to
promote our services to their audience – in-kind exchange to create new programme at no extra cost.”

More people are chasing less money available, therefore need to look at alternative ways to secure
investment from different pots of money by diversifying income sources, looking for less money
from more sources, and also trying to reduce spending wherever possible
“applying as a company for creative roles in other organisations; offering staff members as consultants/other relevant roles
to other companies on their events... increased cultivation and networking opportunities through extra events, personal pleas
to ambassadors and supporters... we‖re moving away from City Institutions to telecoms, utilities and legal... seeking out new
markets, thinking ―who is buying‖ rather than ―who has money‖!... increased partnerships with other artistic organisations
and charities; use of more part time staff with very focused use of their skills; more attention to free/cheaper marketing, print
and design and in general to keep costs down wherever possible.”

Longer hours for less remuneration
“staff will be paid less and expected to work similar if not longer hours... building and maintaining relationships with
partners is key to attracting funding currently the time allocated to these activities is being curtailed, so officers are therefore
undertaking some of these duties in personal time to ensure relationships do not falter.”

Friends-raising
“network, network, network... increase in prospecting with the aim of building relationships whilst in recession with a view
to taking this to the next stage when the economy shows signs of a resurgence.”

Patience/ perseverance/ business as usual
“we have always worked across sectors so are doing so even more, the message of work is to do things sustainably... keep
on working; developing innovative, creative projects... we survived one recession in the 90s by sheer hard work and we‖ll do
so again... it‖s not all doom and gloom – there are lots of creative ideas that may slow down for a while, but we are still
working hard (and hopefully smart!) so that when the new business opportunities do come around, we are there to pick up
on them... if the project is right we get the funding we need... closer analysis of the sector and working on strategic
planning.”
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Uncertainty, insecurity and unpredictability is for some organisations particularly hard to deal
with and work around
“we do not have the capacity to look for funding from private sources... any less and we‖ll be going backwards... so far the
recession doesn‖t appear to be affecting audience levels much – if we can keep this most important aspect going then I think
we can survive, though there is always an element of worry when planning as to whether there will be a good audience –
this could make us or break us, and without a certain amount of funding support in place or pledged we are finding it very
difficult to plan ahead.”

Olympics still considered major barrier to secure investment (though businesses say they
prioritise arts over sports)
“still believe dedicated arts funding more affected by push to Olympics than general downturn in economics.. combined
with the Olympics there is a lot less money out there to support community arts projects.”

Relying more on volunteers and pooling on resources through partnerships/collaborations with
similar organisations (smaller organisations in particular)
“looking to generate in kind help such as employee volunteering... moving towards a merger with a better funded
organisation... working in partnership with other organisations in the sector... exploring co-productions and joint projects.”

Supply/demand/ locality (external funding/cultural consumption) – organisations are also very
worried about imminent cuts from government and public funding
“focusing on local audiences rather than national. Increased attendance and box office at local events...noticeable increase
in visits from the local community and local schools; increased spending in the gift shop from tourists as the exchange rates
are more favourable.”
“the loss of significant reduction in direct government support will have a major impact on sustaining our current levels of
service and provision... over the next couple of years we will see a cut back in public spending that will affect our budgets
adversely.”

Content and artistic/creative innovation
“more popular programming” vs “more varied style of events... continuing to improve quality and provide and to provide
interesting and unusual programmes.”
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Case studies:
Overall levels of private investment are not the same as before. Often close to 80-85% of sponsors
have been maintained, though the levels with which they have previously engaged are not necessarily
as high – companies seem to be more targeted and strategic with smaller pots of money (which
explains the need to extend the ask to more businesses for less money). There is a general indication
that things are bottoming out and the future is looking better, with some sponsors happy to talk about
2011, as is also reflected from our own business respondents. Organisations are pro-actively trying to
diversify income streams, and though some are feeling more upbeat, they are trying to court new
businesses and members.

Opera/Scotland

Reasonably upbeat. They still have their main sponsor (consultancy). They have brought in a number
of new smaller sponsors of around £5000 with support of matched incentive grants from Arts &
Business Scotland (A&BS) and the orchestra and some singers are performing at A&BS awards in
October. Securing business support is extremely hard but they are still finding new people. They are
tenacious and making big effort. Being flexible and responding to business requirements and limited
budgets also helps. They believe in ―friend raising‖ – encouraging small amounts that hopefully will
develop into larger amounts in the future. One example: they contacted one of their ―Friends‖ who
they knew had a construction business – secured £2k to sponsor a performance in a small local
venue. As soon as he knew the amount would be doubled through a matched funding scheme he was
committed.
Individual giving going well. Launched production appeal two months ago and raised £30k so far.
20% has come from first-time donors – targeted ticket buyers and existing donors. Continuing to hold
cultivation events, which are targeted and usually small groups of people.

Arts Centre/Midlands

Thinking up more campaigns and more ways to generate income from external sources (eg: seat
sponsorship). Increasing efforts to get money from individuals through events, promotion and direct
mail. More networking to increase profile and contacts amongst local business community...
It is quite difficult to accurately assess the effects of the recession whilst we are still in the middle of
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one – and even more difficult to predict an outcome with confidence. However ticket sales this year
were steady and the benchmark of their own in-house pantomime is up year on year.
Securing funding from trusts & foundations is clearly trickier now, and they are losing business
members, but they are also gaining more advertisers and new business members are still trickling
through – so it's not all bad. Individuals also still seem happy to support targeted campaigns. The
development department now has the onus to come up with fresh ideas for sponsorships and
campaigns that continue to engage the public.

Theatre/South East

Moving from extremely positive in March to realistically cautious - expecting a considerable downturn
from corporate giving, though IG holding up for time being. Expectation for this to go down in about
2-3 yrs time when they expect business investment to go back up (2011/2012).
Bulk of IG comes from major donor pledges for 3 yrs – they are currently in the last year of pledge
where renewal is expected in January. They are slightly pessimistic since they are expecting levels of
donations to be downgraded. There are a few Friends that don‖t renew, but there are also new Friends
signing up.
Business investment will be a tougher ask, as businesses which have been making people redundant
don't want to be seen splashing on badge sponsorships, therefore they are renegotiating packages to
become more staff/employment focused, with free tickets as staff incentives (treating them to theatre
etc.) encouraging them to use the theatre as a resource. Still some large badge sponsorships: 10/80
sponsors are engaging with this. They have managed to retain the majority of supporters because the
theatre is doing well in terms of attendances (so it doesn't seem like they're asking for help – on the
contrary businesses want a bit of their "magic fairy dust"). However, though they have maintained the
number of companies to support them, the accumulative amount of support has gone considerably
down. It will be easier to maintain the long-term sponsors due to loyalty etc, but the newer sponsors
will be more vulnerable and harder to maintain.
Education projects are also being supported, as this is easier to justify. Focusing on cultivation of
donors which is doubly hard... raising over longer period of time etc. Donor care is extremely
important, and they are therefore really focusing on this, bending over backwards to send birthday
cards, get well cards etc.
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Theatre/Midlands

Sponsorship has become more labour intensive to maintain, with higher value benefits being offered.
There is therefore slightly less business investment than last year, but overall targets will probably be
reached, and the difference from last year is only slight. One of their loyal supporters (working with
them for 5 years) has not renewed (though the figure lost is not substantial for them - £5K). They have
managed to make up for absence of this by approaching new businesses - asking for smaller amounts
from more businesses, so accumulatively same amount overall but spread out from different sources.
Making a lot of contacts but not a lot of money. Priorities for businesses include mix of profile and
branding and CSR/staff engagement (only one of the sponsors moved from the former priority to the
latter).
In terms of individual giving, they have always had a low level membership scheme (£30/year), but
the numbers to this are growing as this is about saving money, by providing benefits and special
discounts at theatre, bar, restaurants etc). Individual giving in the past has been targeted towards
capital campaign, with one donor in particular being very supportive over the years. Now additional
individual giving is being sourced by selling seat dedications. The organisation‖s 60th anniversary in
February 2009 was a gala performance that had a full house and encouraged a few large donations.
Attendances are maintained (marginally affected) and levels of artistic activity also (everything that
was planned is still being carried out).
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Business responses (32)
The fact that we had a lower response rate (half) from the business sector in July 09 than we did in
April 09 could be attributed to a number of mainly external factors. Chief amongst them would be the
holiday season, as we received a lot of automated out of office replies in response to the survey itself.
However, the lower response rate is also indicative of the following:

Business executives have been receiving many surveys asking them similar things (since August
08 which was the first time Arts & Business conducted a survey of this nature, we have witnessed
a scurry of similar surveys being conducted with the business sector in particular, temperature
testing their confidence levels and attitudes in view of the recession)
Their views have not changed significantly since the last survey they completed for us in April 09
so they may find it pointless to answer similar questions in almost the same way
They are actually returning to ―business as usual‖ and therefore find that they no longer have the
time to complete the survey and/or that they find the questions themselves (mainly revolving
around the recession and how it will continue to impact on their levels of engagement with the arts
and business activity in general) no longer relevant as it might no longer be affecting them directly

Even so, the opinions of 32 businesses that are already engaging with the arts across the UK in
various capacities can provide a representative picture of the sentiments of the sector and the trends
that are currently taking place in the market.

As in April 2009, the majority of our respondents are Arts & Business members, and are therefore
already engaging with the arts in various capacities. There is therefore a natural bias in their
prioritisation of engagement with the arts, as this is already an embedded practice for most of them.
However, most of the respondents deal with marketing budgets in general, of which arts sponsorship
is only a part of, and therefore can offer a representative picture of their priorities going forward.
Also, it is worth noting that the fact that these are the businesses which already engage with the arts,
any change in their priorities and practices will have a direct impact on the cultural sector, which is
why we have limited the research to them, rather than expanding it to the extended business world.
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Priorities of business investment
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Arts investment is a priority for the majority of our business respondents. Interestingly, businesses
still currently prioritise investing in other charities over investing in sports and broadcasting, making
other charities, such as health and education therefore the closest competitors to the arts rather than
sport.
Investment in the arts is often considered more innovative and flexible in nature and cheaper than
sponsorship in other fields, with a higher leverage of return on investment due to its diverse reach
and broad appeal. This might therefore suggest that budgets for the arts will not suffer as much as
budgets for investment in other sectors.
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Priorities of business investment April/July (% of respondents)
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Looking at the primary business priorities in April 09 and July 09, it seems that slightly more are
planning to return to investing in sports in July than in April, though there are still more that consider
investing in the arts and other charities a higher priority. The slow growth in sports popularity for
businesses can most likely be attributed to the imminent 2012 London Olympics. If this is indeed the
case, the arts‖ concerns regarding the Olympics being a threat to the amount of business investment
they are likely to receive in the coming years, are not completely unfounded.
However, according to the IFM Industry Survey Mid Year 2009 report, many brand owners and
businesses claimed that sports sponsorship should now be complemented with other sponsorship
opportunities, such as leisure and entertainment, to include arts, cinema, music, theatre and culture in
its more general terms. Therefore those who are prioritising investment in sports should therefore
seek to work particularly with the arts in order to provide a more holistic, diverse and interesting
experience for their consumers and target audience, “we have been approached by one company who
have traditionally had high profile corporate packages with football and other sports who are now
looking to engage with the arts at a local level.”
According to the report, though “sponsorship has traditionally been dominated by sport and high
level property deals with opportunities for “badging” events... the market feels that there is scope for
traditional agencies to develop into the non-sports area and realise its potential to also reach mass
audiences – either individually or in combination – for example we are seeing more sports events
followed by music concerts to entertain the audiences... [also] the concept of just sponsoring top level
activities is fading as brands realise that they need to enhance their credibility at the grass roots level
as well – a strong feeling in Europe.” Interestingly, this shift away from badge sponsorships and
towards more grass roots and innovative projects was a trend we had identified in our report on
Private Investment in Culture 2007/08 and the previous Spring Edition of Market Trends 2009.
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Business investment in the arts since April 09 (% of respondents):
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A large proportion (41.9%) of businesses cut down on their investment in the arts in the last 3
months. What is more worrying, is that one in four cut down their investment by more than 50%. This
leaves close to 60% of businesses with maintained or increased budgets for arts engagement, but on
a more positive note, there are still businesses (6.5%) that are increasing their budgets by more than
50%.
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Business investment in the arts: Aug 08 – July 09 (% of respondents)
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At every survey interval the number of businesses who report a decrease in their investment in the
arts is unfortunately increasing, though at a slower level it seems.
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Confidence levels for 2009 alone (%)
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We are continuously counting confidence levels to reflect businesses which expect their investment in
the arts to either increase or stay the same.
This year has so far been a difficult one and this is clearly reflected in businesses‖ confidence levels
for 2009 which have changed (decreased) significantly since we started conducting these surveys.
However confidence levels look set to return past 2010 as is evident by businesses‖ future estimates
for arts investment below, which is set to increase in tandem.
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Businesses expect there to be a year-on-year increase in their investment in the arts from 2011
onwards. However, the growth is clearly slow and quite modest, though complemented by the fact
that those expecting a decrease are also becoming fewer year-on-year, investment levels will
eventually return to a sustainable growth.

Arts Sponsorship Confidence Index - ASCI (based on confidence levels)
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The Confidence Index for the remainder of 2009 currently stands at +1.6, lower than it was in April 09
and November 08, but still within the positive field. This means that there are still more respondents
that expect their arts investment levels to be maintained (or increased) than those that anticipate a
further reduction in their budgets.
Confidence levels overall were slightly lower in July 09 than in April 09, but the trends seem to be
similar, with 2011 expected to be the year for the start of recovery, when the index sky rockets from
+1.7 to +27.5 (almost 26 points higher). However, the index for both April and July 2009 was higher
than in November 08, which marked the lowest levels of confidence past 2009, particularly for 2010,
when it reached -19.
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Duration of recession and its direct impact on arts investment and
fundraising

Arts perspective: how long do organisations expect the recession to continue impacting on
their fundraising efforts for?
Average =

Majority: 24 months; average: 22 months; maximum: 60

Most arts organisations therefore expect the recession to cease having negative impacts on their
fundraising in 2011.
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Business perspective: how long do businesses expect the recession to continue impacting on
their arts investment for?
Average =

Majority: 24 months; average: 20 months; maximum: 48 months

This is slightly more optimistic to arts organisations‖ perceptions, though they are very much aligned,
as according to both, the recession will no longer be a contributing factor in how businesses engage
with the arts from 2011 onwards.

In many cases arts and business attitudes regarding the recession‖s impact on their work seem to be
informed by forecasts of the economy‖s overall recovery, though the two do not necessarily equate to
each other.
There are various mixed reports, anecdotal evidence and financial forecasts that suggest the worst of
the recession is over (or that the recession itself is over). Others suggest that even if this is the case,
the stability of the economy is far from present. As is also evidenced by the McKinsey quarterly,
optimism for businesses is growing, but full recovery still seems distant. (Economic conditions
snapshot, August 2009). The proportion of respondents to McKinsey‖s surveys who expected an
increase in profits went up from 33% to 40% in six weeks‖ time.
However, the recession “ending” does not automatically equate to the recovery and growth of the
economy. There is a gap between the economists‖ analysis of the recession, which will be over once
GDP returns to positive growth (which may well take place in 2010), and the actual ongoing impacts
of the recession, which will be more long-lasting, especially for individuals (many of which are still
out of employment and may continue to be so for a while longer). Most of the private sector is
expected to recover faster than the rest of the ―real‖ economy. As such, many businesses are currently
slowly returning to business as usual, with many already giving out hefty bonuses to their staff (even
after they have made a large proportion of their original staff force redundant).
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According to the International Monetary Fund, the recovery for the global economy has started, with
the world emerging from the recession.11 Such positive reports are also filtering down to the UK to
include the National Institute for Economic and Social Research‖s forecasts for an early return to
growth12 and the mood in the city which is “one of growing optimism with a significant number of
economists and pundits now predicting a sharp, V-shaped recovery in economic activity.”13
Furthermore, “the much maligned financial services industry is now rebounding so strongly that
some banks are telling their traders to “cool it”... The recovery in banking ought eventually to instruct
a wider economic rebound.” (ibid)
Also, according to Ipsos MORI, the August Political Monitor suggests that two in five (43%) now think
the economy will improve over the next twelve months, up nine points from July‖s ratings (this is the
second highest figure ever recorded by Ipsos, the highest being 44% in June 1987). This rating is
more than double from the start of the year when only 20% predicted an improvement over the next
12 months.
In contrast, there are several other reports and economic forecasts with a much more negative outlook
on the recovery of the UK‖s economy. According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), the recession will be over in 2009, but there will be no growth for 2010.14 In
general, “consumer spending is forecast by the think-tank to drop by a hefty 3.4 per cent this year,
and by a further 0.3 per cent in 2010, while business investment is also tipped to suffer further steep
drops... [however], households‖ disposable incomes are still expected to keep rising, if only weakly,
going up by 1.8 per cent this year, and by a modest 0.6 per cent in 2010.” The OECD also suggested
in September that the UK economy will shrink by 4.7% this year, less than its 4.3% forecast in June
(and 3.7% in March) and far below the 3.5% prediction of the Treasury.15

The difference between the forecasts for the economy and the recovery of the market, and how that
translates to sponsorship budgets is evident by the “64% of industry professionals [who] expect a
settling down of the market with growth towards the end of the year” but at the same time expect
there to be a decrease in general sponsorship budgets, by an average of 8% in 2009 (Industry SurveyMid Year 2009, IFM).

In most cases however, it is the impact of the recession that will be of most concern, rather than the
recession itself. It is therefore quite clear that the negative by-products of the recession will not
magically disappear as soon as (and whenever) the GDP resumes experiencing a positive growth, or
the equity and housing markets start recovering again. It is not the recession alone that always
equates to the poor health of the market. It is also the extent to which it has shaken up perceptions
and changed the modus operandi of various individuals and businesses.

11

The Telegraph, World emerges from recession – IMF claims, 18 August 2009
The Independent, Vincent Cable: This recession is far from over, 17 June 2009
13
Telegraph blogs, Britain‖s economic crisis deepens even as other recover, 3 September 2009
14
Times online, UK economy to shrink by 4.3% this year: OECD, 24 June 2009
15
Sky News, Britain ―to be slowest out of recession‖, 3 September 2009
12
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As we have seen from our previous analysis of the ―91/‖92 recession and its impact on business
sponsorship in the arts, there was an 18-month time lag from the moment the recession began to the
moment business investment in the arts decreased. If this is also the case this time round, we should
be expecting business investment to decrease in next financial year – but as the recession is also
deeper this time round, and budgets tighten, indicated also by both our arts and business
respondents, it is more likely that this will take immediate effect. So far however, the decrease seems
to not be catastrophic and the overall sentiment is one of cautious realism (though a few
organisations are starting to become more optimistic already). Confidence levels from the business
side seem to also be progressively increasing in terms of their investment in the arts, in tandem to the
general business outlook which is also increasingly optimistic compared to the previous months
(reflected in McKinsey‖s quarterly temperature testing with executives across the world and spanning
most business sectors). However, the recovery is expected to be slow and sluggish. Another recent
survey (July 09, Richmond Events) which is temperature testing the attitudes of executives in the UK
regarding the economy and the activity and future of their own businesses on regular intervals,
suggests that confidence levels are up regarding the general economy but still remain in negative
territory, whereas the majority are more confident regarding the future growth of their own business.

How much individual organisations will suffer as a result of the recession depends on how much they
rely on external sources of income, and to what extent these are diversified or drawn from a single
source. Not all will in the same way depend on government funding and/or be susceptible to the
market‖s volatility (in terms of private investment and earned income).
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Business arts spend 07/08 – 08/09
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Our 32 respondents collectively invested an accumulative average £4 million in the arts in 08/09. This
accounts for around 2% of total business investment received by the cultural sector in 07/08 (£163.4
million).
Not surprisingly, the average of business investment in 08/09 (approximately £125k) was slightly
lower than the average business investment in the arts in 07/08 (approximately £146k). This accounts
for a decrease of approximately 14% (not taking inflation into account).
If we are to assume this is a representative decrease, and we apply this percentage change to predict
the possible levels of business investment in the cultural sector for 08/09 (based on the 07/08 figures),
we could estimate that in FY 08/09 there will be a business investment deficit of £24 million, which
will lead to a total of approximately £140 million, taking us back almost 5 years and below the levels
of 04/05.
Though this is alarming, considering that this is expected to be the worse year we can hope that
investment in the arts will start picking up again past 2010, as was suggested by our business
respondents, though it is unclear when the levels of investment will reach their previous heights again
(past 2013 it seems).
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YOY actual and projected business investment
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This also aligns to a certain extent with the historical comparison of GDP, whereby in the recession of
―91/‖92, GDP had contracted by -1.24 and -0.56 respectively, leading to a steep drop of 11.9% in
business investment two years later in 1993. This year, forecasts predict a 4.3 - 4.7% estimated drop
of GDP. If there is a correlation between GDP and business investment, then this year, considering
the greater depth of the recession (the worst in 70 years according to Time, pg. 43, Sept. 14, 2009), we
can expect for the latter to contract by close to 15%. This also makes sense, considering that in 07/08
a year before the recession hit in real terms, business investment decreased by 7% without the
additional burden of the downturn (even though the economy had been slightly affected by the early
impacts of the credit crunch at that point).

In this scenario therefore, business investment grows (decreases) almost parallel to GDP, and there is
no time-lag between the two (which was the case in the previous recession). On the contrary,
anecdotal evidence suggests that it will be individual giving which decreases in two years‖ time,
rather than business investment. Businesses were the quickest to respond to the recession, as they
were affected immediately and in the most direct way, having to cut expenditure on all fronts
including slashing budgets, restructuring and introducing massive rounds of redundancies. This will
therefore clearly impact on sponsorship and CSR in general and in the arts in particular, though
possibly not in the same way, considering the nature, scalability and reach of the different sectors.
Though the last couple of years record a temperamental growth of business investment, which we
have partly attributed to the two-year cycle that most sponsorships undergo in spite of the year-onyear GDP growth, business investment is now more likely to be directly impacted by the context of
the economy.
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Projections of GDP growth are based on BBC forecasts.
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It is not, however, certain how a general decrease of business investment is going to impact on
specific organisations in isolation. Some businesses may continue investing in similar capacities as
previously; others may be reducing the amount by which they are investing, but may indeed continue
to be committed to working with their arts partners; others may cut spending on the arts altogether.
However, the direct effect of this will vary according to the different organisations and their additional
sources of income. Complementing cuts from public funding, which has been exemplified in various
accounts17 and also by our respondents, this could come as quite a blow for a large proportion of arts
organisations across the UK and of all sizes, “there is a strong awareness that if one element of an
arts organisation‖s funding model is under stress, it can all too easily lead to a downward spiral of
declining quality, declining audiences and declining support”18
We therefore suspect that organisations which didn‖t previously rely heavily on business support in
the past will be looking to expand their sources of income, so in this light more organisations will
have to fight for fewer resources available (considering that many businesses are still strapped for
cash). For this reason, businesses will be particularly meticulous in singling out the organisation(s)

16

The Financial Times, UK economic outlook ―grim‖, warns BBC, 7 September 2009
The Guardian, £100m funding black hole threatens major arts projects, 22 July 2009
18
Arts Council, About our research
17
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that will be able to offer them more for less, through a particularly appealing offer that will be
innovative and will tick all their boxes, meet their objectives and deliver a high return on investment.

Business priorities within arts investment (% of respondents)
August 08

July 09
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CSR
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Corporate art

Overall, in July 09 most businesses primarily want to work with the arts in a marketing capacity
through sponsorship deals. Corporate social responsibility (CSR) follows in popularity, though it
dropped since the year before. Using the arts for staff development is important for businesses
overall, but none of our respondents saw this as their primary priority. Business volunteering has
dropped in significance since last year, but it is still more of a priority than corporate art.
However, it is interesting that more businesses in July 09 than in August 08 find investing in
corporate art currently a good idea – perhaps as the art market is on its way back up, corporate art is
seen as a more lucrative investment, with more potential for higher return than other assets which are
increasingly depreciating.
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Another positive sign is the indication that departments‖ spending budgets are decreasing at a much
slower pace across most departments, including marketing and human resources – the departments
that are traditionally responsible for sponsorship and staff engagement in respect (according to
Richmond Events‖ research with 250+ business Executives and Senior Managers).

Department’s spending plans
(1 = increase; 0 = no change; -1 = decrease)
0.4

Marketing

0.2

IT (Financial Services)
Communications

0
August 08 October 08 December February 09
08

April 09

-0.2

July 09

IT
Financial Services
Property
Logistics
Human Resources

-0.4

Catering
Finance

-0.6

Overall

-0.8
Source: The Richmond Business Confidence Index – Wave 6: July 2009
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According to the same report, cuts in spending budgets according to business sector are
decreasing substantially across the board, with leisure and healthcare sectors now reporting
an increase for the first time.

March 09

July 09

0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1

Source: The Richmond Business Confidence Index – Wave 6: July 2009
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Solutions/suggestions for the arts:

Recession provides as many opportunities as it does challenges – the key is to be flexible, inventive
and proactive, and those who do this are more likely to survive and thrive. Creativity, a notion that is
at the heart of the cultural sector, will therefore also prove to be its greatest asset as this is what will
drive the sector out of the recession.
In the same way, businesses that reflect a similar structure to that of arts organisations, such as
SMEs expect not only to survive the recession, but to come out stronger. Potentially therefore, they
could be good partners for the arts, if they are indeed trying to take advantage of new opportunities
and are becoming more innovative in their application of business activities.19 Arts organisations
trying to diversify income sources and partner up with businesses that share similar values to their
own, need not only look at the big players, who are currently more risk-averse than in the past and
than other business sectors, which currently have less to lose.

Individual giving
In 2007/08 individual giving reached a record total of £382 million in the UK and accounted for more
than half of the total private investment received in the sector. This is a staggering £236 million
increase over just eight years.
Individuals‖ connection to the arts is more deeply rooted than businesses‖, as it is grounded in a
personal sense of pride and belonging (see Local pride – a study into donor motivations, Arts &
Business). These individuals are still likely to continue supporting their cause, whether through large
or more modest donations. Therefore development staff should focus their efforts and resources on
maintaining relationships, keeping their donors happy and showing them their appreciation. Friendraising (- or maintaining we would add) is the buzz word at the moment. It is important therefore to
make sure, as many have already identified, that donors, past, present or future, are kept in the loop
and made feel welcome and appreciated, therefore cultivating that personal connection and feeling of
belonging: to this end, when they are able to donate again (or more) they will be more than happy to
do so.
It is also important for organisations to make it as easy as possible for individuals to make their
contributions. Online and mobile phone donations are examples of technology platforms which are
already being used in order to engage a greater number and more diverse group of people in making
donations. 20 Introducing these ways of fundraising will maximise existing resources, as they‖re cheap

19
20

Management Today, Nietzchean SMEs say they will be better for the recession, 13 August 2009
Philanthropy News Digest, Mobile giving starting to gain ground, 1 August 2009
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to set-up and promote, and they have direct benefits, in contrast to fundraising galas, which take lots
of time and money to plan.21

Legacies
As a subset of individual giving, legacies are one of the most cost-effective fundraising techniques
and raise millions of pounds for national charities, “we are currently re-launching the legacy scheme
to remind people that they can support the charity by pledging a gift in the future.”
Out of 961 arts and cultural organisations that responded to our Private Investment in Culture 07/08
survey, 197 organisations had a legacy scheme from which they received financial contribution,
adding up to approximately £76 million and totalling to an average of £385k per organisation. This
represents 20% of respondent organisations. This in turn represents 28% of individual giving and
21% of total private investment received by those organisations (as opposed to 22% and 14%
respectively when you include the organisations that do not have a legacy scheme).
If on average every organisations can raise £300k, and 500 organisations were able to take advantage
of such a scheme, they could leverage as much as £150 million in addition into the sector. This
equates to more than the amount received from trusts and foundations and almost as much business
investment as received in the sector in 07/08 alone.

Individual giving breakdown (07/08)

£76 m
Individual donations
Memberships
Legacies

The year before (2006/07) 100 of the respondent organisations received a financial contribution from
legacy schemes (that‖s 7.3% of the organisations that responded last year), adding up to a total of £72

21

The Chronicle of Philanthropy, Laying off charity‖s rain makers, 23 July 2009
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million, and an average of £713k – this accounted for 22.3% and 12.4% of the total amount of
individual giving and private investment the sector received in respect that year.
In 06/07, legacies accounted for 30% of all individual giving received by those specific organisations,
and 22% of their total private investment. The reason why both the average of investment received
and the proportion of legacies from individual giving was particularly high in 06/07 was mainly
because individual donations and membership schemes were particularly high in 07/08.
Legacies account for between 70-96% of the total private investment that around 5-7% of total
respondents with a legacy scheme received, which exemplifies their potential to harness large and
sustainable amounts of private investment for arts organisations.
Comparing income from legacy schemes year on year, suggests that this is becoming an increasingly
popular trend, with more organisations introducing these schemes, and more investment coming into
the sector as a response. Also considering that individuals give to organisations due to a strong sense
of local pride and belonging (Local pride, 2009, Arts & Business), legacy schemes are a particularly
good avenue to hone in on the relationships with these individuals, who have a personal connection
with the organisation, and the community they serve.
However, according to the latest survey by the Charity Commission, one in four charities expect to
see cash from legacies decrease in the next year. Just over half (56%) of the respondents said they
had been affected by the recession, but 71% felt optimistic about the next six months.22

Board giving
According to the respondents of our arts survey whose boards contribute financially to their
organisation, board giving is not only a sustainable source of income, which simultaneously gets the
board more involved with the organisation (and particularly with its fundraising remit), but it is also a
very good way of leveraging additional investment, particularly from individuals. Boards are not only
invaluable because of the time, support, expertise and insight they offer, but they are very often well
connected. Having good contacts and networks alone however, is not the same as being able to make
these external contacts contribute to the organisation. However, once the board is explicitly involved
with direct financial contributions to the organisations they are serving, they can with much more
clout and resonance, convince other supporters of the value and worth of contributing to the clearly
deserving organisation, “we are expanding the board with the aim of increasing the range of
contacts.”

22

AOL news, Charities facing shrinking incomes, 18 September 2009
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To what extent do Arts Boards contribute financially to the organisations they are serving?

Board giving
(% of respondents)

6.9

4.1

0%

7.3

1-25%
26-50%
51-75%

53.7

76-100%

28.0

More than half of our respondent organisations have boards that do not contribute financially to the
organisation at all. Just over a quarter of respondents had boards of which 1-25% of the members
contributed financially, and only 4% of organisations had boards where more than ¾ of the members
made a financial contribution.
Size (according to % of respondents)
1-25%

26-50%

51-75%

76-100%
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Medium

Small

Boards within major organisations seem more likely to give than boards of smaller organisations,
with less than half of small and medium organisations having a board that contributes financially to
the organisation.
A small proportion of board members who make financial contributions to the organisations they
serve cut across most organisations regardless of size, with 30% of most organisations receiving
some kind of financial contribution from 1-25% of their board. We must always bear in mind that the
proportion of boards that give does not equate to the amount received by the organisation overall,
though there might be some correlation between the two, considering particularly that the more
people within a board that give, the more this will add up to (though conversely, one person could at
any one time contribute more than 5 put together depending on the level of the donation).
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Region (according to % of respondents)
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*The 'others' category includes the East and North East of England

The South West, South East and London are respectively the top three regions where organisations
receive financial contributions from their boards, though there is no organisation in the South West to
receive financial contributions from more the 75% of their board.
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Artform (according to % of respondents)
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* Please note that the category ―others‖ combines the following individual artforms (as they represented less than 5% of our
responses): crafts, film, heritage, literature, opera and other single artform.

From the respondents of our survey many organisations working with music and other combined arts
receive financial contributions from their boards, which might suggest there is something about their
structure that lends itself to receive full board giving.
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More board giving?
(% of respondents)

Yes
40.8

No
59.2

Around 60% of arts organisations would like their boards to contribute more financially.
According to size of organisation (% of respondents)
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Surprisingly, smaller organisations were less keen to receive greater financial contribution from their
boards. This might reflect the fact that smaller organisations have more modest or achievable
fundraising targets and so possibly scale their work accordingly, though at the same time, one might
argue that they are more in need of the additional support in order to expand, also through leveraging
additional external investment.
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This probably raises an issue about the make-up of arts boards, as it seems to suggest that smaller
organisations possibly attract people on boards who are less likely to give, and therefore in respect
the organisations themselves do not feel they are in the position to ask their board members to
contribute more than their already very much valued time.
According to existing board contributions (% of respondents)
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Of those who did not want their boards to engage more in giving, the majority received nothing from
their boards currently, though those with only a small proportion of the board contributing financially
to the organisation (namely 1-75%) were mostly keen to get more of their board engaged in a similar
way. This seems to imply that those who are receiving some form of financial contribution are already
reaping the benefits and would like to harness the power and tap into the useful resources of their
invaluable board members further.
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Case studies

Music (major/London):

The organisation is owned and governed by players, with player majority representation on the
Board. The Board is responsible for the mechanics of running the orchestra and the business as a
whole.
There is a separate Trust which safeguards the orchestra‖s endowment. There are 20 Trustees
(comprising well-connected business leaders and society figures) including the Chairman of the
Board and 85% give directly to the organisation with only three members not giving directly. There is
no fixed sum for what they are expected to give, and so this often ranges from between £500 to more
than £100k annually. It is made clear from the outset that as Trustees they will be expected to
contribute to the fundraising of their organisation, either directly through individual donations, or if
they can‖t give personally then indirectly by bringing in funds/investment from other contacts and
through their connections to other individuals/businesses etc. A large proportion of their
responsibility is to help with fundraising, so their networks are particularly important, as they will
help with raising additional funds through them.
A very significant proportion (approximately 50%) of the organisation‖s total fundraising income is
generated directly or indirectly by the Trustees, therefore looking after them is very important, as they
are very valuable to the organisation. They advocate that the fundraising responsibility of any board
is paramount, as fundraising campaigns must permeate all aspects of the board‖s and organisation‖s
responsibilities and concerns.

Theatre (large/London):

The majority of the board support the theatre through donations according to their means. All board
members supported the theatre‖s capital campaign. Various private funders made this a specific
condition of their support for the campaign and it proved a useful leverage for matched funding.
In addition to pursuing conventional sponsorship and membership opportunities from typical
corporate supporters of the arts such as financial and professional services sectors, the theatre‖s
development team are reaching new business sectors including retail and manufacturing. As
sponsorship budgets are cut or frozen the team is also seeking support at lower levels for specific
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packages which might be service led such as pure hospitality and staff engagement opportunities.
10% of fundraising income comes from individuals who are remaining loyal through the recession.
Earned income, aside from box office income, continues to be a small part of their overall income.
Potential income from merchandising is considered to be limited.

Heritage (medium/East)

The organisation, receives substantial contribution from their 3-member board, particularly in terms
of time as they are located within the office and are actively involved in supporting the day-to-day
activities of the organisation. In addition, their chairman has in the past contributed substantial sums
of financial donations to the organisation (on an ad-hoc basis), which has at times served as a vital
lifeline. The chairman was not contracted to or obliged to make a financial contribution in advance of
taking up the post (nor does he do it at regular intervals), but volunteered to donate a substantial sum
of £150k. The organisation would be prepared to ask the remaining members of their board to
contribute with financial support, but would not advocate making this a mandatory part of their
responsibility. The amount that they would expect would be proportional to their means.
The contribution received from the chairman has leveraged additional investment from external
sources, including matched funding grants from the government and other individuals. The
organisation managed to match almost pound for pound the original investment received by the
chairman, from diverse sources, where it leveraged from one individual in particular £25k of cash and
an interest-free loan of a work of art worth £25k.
This kind of donation clearly demonstrates trustees‖ support of specific fundraising campaigns and
shows confidence in the overall organisation, exemplifying that it is a worthy cause to support etc.
The organisation is currently struggling with investment from businesses and individuals, not
reaching their original targets (set in 2007 and not with the recession in mind). As a result, they have
had to make staff redundant and employ from 26 members to 12. As an organisation, they like to
expand and diversify, but at the same time they prefer to do less things better. However, the recession
has particularly affected them, as they generate most of their income from selling land (and
merchandise), which has been increasingly difficult in light of the recent economic challenges.
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Festival (small/Wales)

This small festival organisation has a committee of 5 rather than a board, with only 1 full time to run
the organisation on a day-to-day basis, and the rest of the support comes from volunteers. It‖s been
running for 8 years (8 festivals/one per year) and the first year was entirely self funded. 3 out of the 8
years of operation have required some financial contribution from their part, amounting to a total of
£8k between the 5 people. Contributions depend on who has money to donate and so far those made
had not been planned for in advance. The financial contribution that they make does not particularly
or directly help in leveraging more investment.
Sponsorship has been difficult this year, as they have not managed to secure new partners, and are
currently negotiating to maintain their previous sponsor (£2k). They anticipate it will be difficult if this
is not renewed, and the committee will most likely be expected to interfere again with more financial
support.
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Earned income
Traditionally, earned income makes up around 33% of organisations‖ total turnover, including income
from ticket sales, as well as sales from gifts shops and cafes and restaurants. According to our arts
respondents, this source of income is currently holding up particularly well, even in light of the
recession. Considering the potential of selling merchandise, land or even skills and expertise,
organisations are now becoming increasingly entrepreneurial so as to increase income generation
and revenue streams, “focus is on earned income generation from ticket sales and ancillary trading.
Recent £0.5mil capital investment into enlarged and upgraded facilities to increase income earning
potential.... earned income from rehearsal room hire, education & training activities and consultancy.”
Many cultural organisations are lucky enough to be hosted in iconic buildings so many therefore hire
out their venue after public opening hours for events such as conferences, weddings, awards
ceremonies and more. Corporate hospitality (which falls under business investment rather than
earned income, but still requires an entrepreneurial approach) is still quite popular, especially as an
alternative to traditional sponsorship packages, of which corporate hospitality was only a part of and
which are more expensive and flashy. Splitting the two and offering them in isolation therefore gives
businesses yet another way of engaging with the arts (and their respective key stakeholders) without
having to dig very deeply into their currently not so deep pockets. This kind of tailored offer therefore
provides arts organisations with the chance to also engage with a greater number of businesses, for
less, and accumulatively they can reach closer to their fundraising targets. This seems to be
something many organisations are already doing, and the in-depth interviews particularly pointed to
this being a very popular alternative means of raising additional funds.
Though purchasing power by some accounts is not particularly high, commercial and cultural
consumption is targeted, and as is evident by our arts respondents, significant amounts of consumer
spending are going into cultural experiences. Also considering the ―surplus‖ for those who are being
thrifty and those who have opted for the much referenced ―staycation‖, it is a good time to step up the
quality of these ―add-ons‖ and take advantage of their income generating power. It is therefore
imperative that the shops are filled with commercial and affordable items at viable quantities
representing the organisation they support and adding to the visitor/customer experience, rather than
detracting from it. (Museums Journal, September 2009, Retail Therapy, John Holt). Maximising brand
value through merchandise can therefore be quite a lucrative avenue, as is the case for the Tate,
which recorded a turnover of £13.4 million in 2007/08 from merchandise, generating a profit of more
than £2 million. (Fuentes La Roche, 2009)
Another example of entrepreneurial practice for arts organisations (or artists) includes “a group of
Chicago musicians who created a split business model. They formed two companies, a non-profit
called Fifth House Ensemble that gives concerts and [provides] education, and a for-profit called
Amarante Ensembles that plays parties and gatherings. Having both puts the musicians on more
even financial footing and spreads out risk.”23

23

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, ―Music entrepreneurship‖ helps young musicians chart careers in a crowded market, 09 August
2009
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Arts Based Initiatives
In addition to introducing merchandise and renting out the venue for commercial hire to increase their
earned income, many arts organisations are feeling the pressure to diversify income sources and
become further more entrepreneurial and commercial, in order to generate even higher levels of
income, “we are selling a number of training services to various organisations in order to support our
charitable activities.” For many however, this new line of activity has not been specific to the
recession. Savvy organisations, which realise their commercial potential by capitalising on their
authentic intellectual property and capital, are already manipulating that in order to promote and sell
it in different ways. Amongst these are, Arts Based Initiatives (ABIs), namely programmes offered by
organisations for staff training, engagement and development to businesses and commercial entities.
This is becoming increasingly popular, especially in light of the recession, as businesses are told that
the best thing they can do at the moment, in view of all the doom and gloom, is to keep their staff
engaged, inspired and motivated. An in-depth analysis of how art (ranging from theatre to crafts) and
the creative process can offer this to a business is provided in Professor Schiuma‖s report on The
Value of Arts Based Initiatives, commissioned by Arts & Business. The idea behind ABIs is not only
to be involved in the consumption of art but also to be somehow involved with its production, leading
to an internal change within the employee and indirectly within the organisation. Businesses
therefore now pay good money to invest in the development of their staff and in ensuring that they are
kept happy and engaged. To this end, there are a significant number of organisations (ROH, WNO,
National Theatre, Young Vic, Circus Space, Fecund Theatre, City of London Sinfonia, Menagerie
Theatre) that provide this as an offer, either as part of a sponsorship package or by setting-up a
commercial arm to specifically deliver on this, namely staff training for a fee, almost on consultancy
terms.
However, before setting up any such brand, the organisation must be committed and prepared to
follow through with investing resources, time and money, on developing and perfecting the branch
that will be able to provide ABIs as a commercial product (either off-the-shelf or bespoke). Building up
a customer base and a clientele that will be interested in this product should be one of the first steps
that an organisation takes before deciding to establish such an arm.

Social enterprise
Organisations operating as social enterprises have a triple bottom line, whereby as well as making a
profit, anything they make goes back into the business which is then redirected to inducing social and
environmental impacts. In simple terms, arts organisations with this business model provide a public
service (often for free) and simultaneously sell something, which in return generates a surplus which
is in respect used for a good cause. This therefore combines market efficiency with social,
environmental and cultural benefits. Often this means that a charity has to set up a trading arm,
where a primary aim should be to increase profitability without compromising creativity.
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Case study

Cockpit Arts (crafts/London)

Cockpit Arts is a social enterprise and the UK's only creative-business incubator for designer-makers.
As a social enterprise, Cockpit Arts trades to generate income to support its charitable mission.
Trading income is primarily generated from fees obtained from its resident designer- maker
businesses to provide the incubator service. Even so, the fees are subsidised and are well below
commercial rates, and individuals who cannot pay can apply for bursaries, which again supports the
charitable mission.
Linking the art of craft-making to the wider cultural sector and creative industries, Cockpits Arts‖
mission is to continue nurturing the skills of designer-makers, including “by capitalising on local
skills with a low carbon footprint and a return to bespoke, hand-made products and locally based
services.” Cockpit Arts also aims to instil a business mentality and skills to makers, who are often
considered creative at the expense of being entrepreneurial. So, in addition to providing workspace
for makers to design and make their products, Cockpit offers a suite of business development services
so that they can ultimately achieve commercial independence.
For the past few year Cockpit Arts has been closing its funding gap in line with the development of its
business incubator model, via incubator fees. In addition, the organisation is continuing to focus on
generating earned income from fee paying services, sales of work and venue hire in order to be more
financially self-sufficient. They are currently developing their capacity to generate earned income
through the exploitation of intellectual property, created as a by-product of their incubator processes
(ie research data and business development expertise), via consultancy services. They are also
considering developing a pay-back system in the future, which will bring them modest royalties on
designer-makers‖ future profits.
The development of this model means that fundraising targets have gone down year on year, from
accounting for 40% of their income some 5 years ago, to currently making up only 15%
(approximately £150k), with budgeted surpluses being forecast in two years time. Cockpit Arts
believes that the ability to raise such a large proportion of their income internally is likely to help them
in their search for additional external investment. Not only do businesses feel that they are investing
in a sustainable and viable business model, and an organisation that is simultaneously contributing
to society, but they are also able to enter into a discussion about social and business objectives and
how these can be met through social enterprise.
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Matched funding
Some governments have already introduced special stimuli packages and initiatives to help some of
the organisations that are struggling to stay afloat, specifically as a by-product of the recession. Such
packages include ACE‖s £40 million Sustain stimulus package for arts organisations under pressure
as a direct result of the recession24 and the National Endowment for the Arts in the USA distributing
$50 million under the Recovery Act.25
On the back of our respondents talking about leveraging additional investment from existing pots of
funding, and considering the healthy balance of public funding and private investment, both of which
are currently under threat, we wanted to explore how matched funding has worked in the past and in
different regions and sectors.
At a time when resources are low and the arts are significantly challenged at securing external funds,
any government, or government in waiting, must step in to encourage and build on the mixed funding
economy that has so far helped the arts sector in the UK to flourish. There are interesting lessons the
arts in the UK can learn from other successful charitable sectors, such as universities in the UK or the
arts in the US, which take advantage of matched funding schemes and accumulatively manage to
leverage additional funding for every pound given by the government.
For a long time, Arts & Business has been advocating that public funding and private investment
absolutely go hand in hand. We have argued that there is a cyclical and reciprocal relationship
between the two, where the one feeds into and from the other. Matched funding is the epitome of this
relationship, which intricately connects private investment to public funding, and directly encourages
higher levels of investment from both sources. Any conversation that considers sustainable sources of
income must surely include the notion of matched funding, which can leverage additional income
from private sources (including businesses and individuals) to complement an original pot of
investment from the public purse.
The logic of matched funding is simple and infallible: donors give because they want to make a
difference. If they feel that their donation/investment will make more of a difference (by attracting
further funding from other sources) they will either be more likely to give, and/or they will give a
larger amount (thus attracting more complementary investment in respect).
Matched funding from a public source attracts additional income from private sources, particularly
from businesses and individuals. The notion of conditionality and collaboration means that the onus
is in a way lifted from being directly on one source of funding, and is more equally spread between
two or more complementary sources of external income. This is particularly helpful in times when
businesses, individuals and government are all keen to support the arts, but are struggling to find the
resources to make the most meaningful contribution.

24

Arts Council England, Arts Council England makes first Sustain awards to maintain artistic excellence during the
recession, 30 July 2009
25
National Endowment for the Arts, American recovery and reinvestment act
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Furthermore, according to the most recent Edelman Trust Barometer (July 2009), trust in business
and trust in government are now moving in parallel, which was not the case in previous years when
they often moved in polar opposites, “the expectation today is for these two institutions to work
collaboratively to tackle economic and societal challenges.”26 This is what we are also proposing for
the arts (which underlie both economic and societal benefits) – for small public funding to unlock
much greater private investment, where the ―risk‖ will be minimised on both ends and the role of the
public will also serve as an engine for exponential private returns.
Arts & Business matched funding projects - summary
Since 1984 Arts & Business has run various successful matched funding schemes, including Reach
and Invest, to facilitate increased leveraging of private investment for arts organisations.

The Reach open application programme enabled Arts & Business to invest in partnerships between
business, the arts and the public sector. In 2007-08 Arts & Business supported 276 arts organisations
which benefitted from £3,797,039 in business sponsorship (against an A&B investment of £966,167 –
a leverage of 3.93:1).
The Invest programme enabled Arts & Business to initiate transformative business/arts partnerships,
with the aim to encourage new investment into the arts; to stimulate the sponsorship market; and to
grow and sustain business engagement with the arts. In 2007-08 Arts & Business worked with 37 arts
organisations receiving £5,021,226 in business sponsorship (against an A&B investment of £851,055 a leverage of 5.90:1).

Leverage 2001-2008:
combined matched funding programmes UK-wide*

Millions

A&B investment

Business cash

Business in-kind

£12.0
£10.0
£8.0
£6.0
£4.0
£2.0
£0.0
2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

2007/08

Looking at the year-on-year combined leverage of the matched-funding programmes in the UK, it is
evident that there was a high return on investment, and the programme itself was an incentive that
generated in 2007 alone an additional income of £8.5 million from businesses (as a result and in
addition to Arts & Business‖ original £1.8 million) – leveraging a 4.9:1 ratio.
26

Edelman, 2009 Midyear Special report
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The total amount of business investment received in the sector in 2007/08 was £163.4 million, which
means that 5% of this investment was a result of Arts & Business‖ matched funding programmes.
Ongoing Invest projects
Though the matched funding programmes were terminated for England, they continue to be very
successful in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. The current status of the Invest Projects for the
nations (excluding England), stands at a leveraging ratio of 4.6:1 (with the programme in Wales alone
leveraging a 12.81:1 ratio!).

Leverage 2008-09

Millions

A&B Investment

Business Cash

Business in-kind

£4.0
£3.5
£3.0
£2.5
£2.0
£1.5
£1.0
£0.5
£0.0
Wales

N Ireland

Scotland

Total

Could matched funding work with Individuals?
Any matched funding scheme could potentially become more successful if we were to leverage
investment from individuals, which is increasingly becoming a great source of external income, as it
accounts for approximately 55% of the total private investment received in the cultural sector.
Individual giving in 2007/08 alone increased by 25% to reach £382.4 million – if we apply the 5% ratio
of business investment accounted for by the matched funding scheme on a similar scheme with
individual giving, we could in the same way raise an additional £19 million from private sources in
one year. As the culture of philanthropy and individual giving in the arts is increasingly growing, this
could potentially be a great source to capitalise on, where any such scheme can build on this growing
source of income, and at the same time encourage for it to grow further.
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What we can learn from other organisations, sectors and countries?
Arts organisations
The Royal College of Music used another example of successful matched funding to replace some
of the money from private sources that they would not be able to secure this year. This was
instigated by the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) incentivising for
matched grants with the support of individual philanthropists (a similar scheme is rolled out at the
English National Opera).
This is also echoed in the events that took place at MOMA in April 2005, when David Rockefeller
announced his latest gift to the museum ($100 million) with the condition that his fellow trustees
could match it in the next five minutes, which therefore secured $200 million for the organisation
in a short space of 10 minutes from the board alone.
The Department for Culture Media and Sport very recently joined forces with the Wolfson
Foundation to give a total of £4 million to arts organisations through a matched funding scheme.
Higher education
Higher education is definitely a sector which has successfully capitalised on the potential of matched
funding schemes. Their pilot scheme which ran from 2006 to 2009 with an initial £7.5 million has now
been rolled out to extend to a total of £200 million over 3 years (beginning August 2008). With this
scheme, they aim to leverage more funding (over £400 million) from private individuals and
philanthropists. “The Government matched funding scheme is a great mechanism for universities to
leverage donations” (Roger Homes in Gifts that Grow). This scheme operates on three capped tiers
ranging from private: public ratios of 3:1; 2:1 and 1:1 (where each university will have to join one tier).
This would therefore mean that a university in the second tier which raised a total of £4 million from
private sources would receive an additional £2 million from the Government. This is the perfect way
to encourage the culture of giving, complementing tax incentives etc. and putting once again a larger
emphasis on philanthropy.
Research suggests that in 6 years (and with the matched funding scheme being a clear contributing
factor), levels of giving doubled (from £100 million in 2002 to more than £200 million in 2008). It is
also worth noting that giving is now less concentrated within a small number of higher education
institutions, with more than 30 new higher education institutions active in fundraising since 2002.
This therefore suggests that not only can the matched funding scheme encourage higher levels of
giving, but it also promotes fundraising amongst organisations not previously able or willing to do so.

The link between education and the arts is particularly pertinent, as many of the Invest projects that
Arts & Business supported, had an education element, such as Deutsche Bank‖s most recent
investment in the Cubitt Gallery, the Cartoon Museum and the Chisenhale Gallery (matched by
funding from Arts & Business, the MLA and ACE). This also points to another opportunity of matched
grants – that of multiple partners (which is something that is currently being embraced in the US).
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USA
Similarly, the US Government is planning to introduce a Social Innovation Fund, where nonprofits
will be awarded grants from a $50 million pot (applications will be due in the winter, with funds
awarded in spring 2010). This will provide money to help the recipients expand with innovative social
projects or start promising new ones, with a strong emphasis on results. Matching funds must be
provided by private sources or state or local governments; every federal dollar must therefore be
matched with a dollar from private, state or local resources. President Obama has said that through
this initiative he wants to create “a new kind of partnership between government and nonprofits” –
with help from foundations, corporations, and philanthropists.

The strong focus on conditionality is another aspect that could successfully be translated to the UK
arts sector: exemplifying that the grant received with matched funding from private sources will serve
a particular purpose, means that organisations will have to consider in depth how the grant will be
used, respectively evaluating ―measurable outcomes‖ of its value and success for all partners (funders
& recipients) involved.

Other suggestions/possible solutions
Mergers/collaborations: not many organisations have yet merged with other similar organisations,
but more than expected are collaborating and sharing a pool of resources (which were limited to
begin with). This is perhaps a good way to ―clean up‖ the sector, as organisations that offer similar
things, will merge and therefore become stronger and will consequently be in a better position to
ask for funding (both from public and private sources). In tandem, they will attract more
audiences (as the visitors of the two separate organisations are combined) and will therefore also
attract higher levels of earned income. This is a good time for organisations to look internally and
decide what their priorities are, and if standing alone is the best way to fulfil them. Is it more likely
therefore that if they continue this way they will actually lose what they have completely? – a
merger or collaboration might in some cases be a more resourceful/sensible way to respond to the
recession.
Special membership schemes to contribute to purchasing of particular works of art e.g. Tate‖s
Latin American Acquisitions Committee. (Fuentes La Roche, 2009)

Putting up art as collateral for loans, as did the Metropolitan Opera. (Fuentes La Roche, 2009)
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Appendix
Methodology
Two online surveys (one for arts and one for businesses) were conducted throughout July, and
provide a snapshot for that month. Most of the complementary research, including the in-depth
interviews and desk-research, has been conducted in the time frame between August and September.
For this reason we have combined our Summer and Autumn editions of Market Trends 2009 into one,
to provide a more definitive and all-encompassing account of the trends, why they are taking place
and what the sector can do to respond.

Demographics of respondents
Arts
Size (% of respondents)
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Artform (% of respondents)
18
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8
6
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2
0

In most artform analyses, Crafts, Film/Video, Heritage, Literature/poetry, Opera and Other single
artform have been combined into one single ―others‖ category in order to compensate for the underrepresentativeness (less than 5%) of our respondents from these artforms.
Region (% of respondents)
20
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In most regional analyses, the East and North East regions have been combined into one single
―others‖ category in order to compensate for the under-representativeness (less than 5%) of our
respondents from these regions.
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Regional specific results
London
London (% of respondents)

Maintained & increased levels

Decreased levels

Attendances

69.2

30.8

Gift shop sales

92.6

7.4

Cafe/restaurant sales

88

12

Public funding

64.1

35.9

Business investment

30

70

Individual giving

29.0

71

Trusts & foundations

33.3

66. 7

Arts performance index (API) – ranging from +50 to -50
UK wide

London

50
40
30
20
10
0
-10
-20
-30

Though London is suffering more than average in terms of private investment across the board
(including business investment, individual giving and funding from trusts & foundations), it is doing
particularly well in terms of earned income (through visitors, gift shop and cafe/restaurant sales). This
would make sense considering that currently London is an attractive tourist destination, particularly
due to the weak pound and its rich cultural landscape. The stark decrease in private investment for
the majority of organisations in London could be attributed to the fact that a large proportion of
organisations in the region are classified as large/major, and as such have also experienced the most
decrease in business investment in particular.
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Response to the recession (% of respondents)
Reduce opening hours
Other
Collaboration/merging
Lay-off staff
Frozen hiring
Decrease admission fees
Increase admission fees
Consider collaboration/merging

UK wide

Cancel project

London

Postpone project
Investing in marketing & technology
Special admission deals
Cut/freeze staff salaries
Scaleback project
Increased fundraising efforts
0

10

20

30

40

50

60
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It seems that overall organisations in London are responding to the recession with similar measures
as the rest of the UK. However, organisations in London seem to be more proactive than
organisations in the UK, with more respondents involved in more of the counter-recession activities
than in the rest of the UK. This would make sense, considering they need to counter-balance the
negative impact of the decrease of private investment.
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Midlands
Midlands (% of respondents)

Maintained & increased levels

Decreased levels

Attendances

70.4

29.6

Giftshop

62.5

37.5

Cafe/restaurant

78.9

21.1

Public funding

55.6

44.4

Business investment

26.9

73.1

Individual giving

56.5

43.5

Trusts & foundations

50

50

Arts performance index (API) – ranging from +50 to -50
UK wide
40
30
20
10
0
-10
-20
-30
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Midlands

North West
NW (% of respondents)

Maintained & increased levels Decreased levels

Attendances

90.0

10.0

Giftshop

80.0

20.0

Cafe/restaurant

90.0

10.0

Public funding

33.3

66.7

Business investment

44.4

55.6

Individual giving

77.8

22.2

Trusts & foundations

77.8

22.2

Arts performance index (API) – ranging from +50 to -50
UK wide

North West
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10
0
-10
-20
-30
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Northern Ireland
NI (% of respondents)

Maintained & increased levels

Decreased levels

Attendances

78.6

21.4

Giftshop

100

0

Cafe/restaurant

100

0

Public funding

57.16

42.9

Business investment

30.8

69.2

Individual giving

50

50

Trusts & foundations

66. 7

33.3

Arts performance index (API) – ranging from +50 to -50
UK wide

Northern Ireland
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-10
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Scotland
Scotland (% of respondents)

Maintained & increased levels Decreased levels

Attendances

68.0

32.0

Giftshop

95.0

5.0

Cafe/restaurant

82.4

17.6

Public funding

45.8

54.2

Business investment

30.4

69.6

Individual giving

50.0

50.0

Trusts & foundations

26.1

73.9

Arts performance index (API) – ranging from +50 to -50
UK wide
50
40
30
20
10
0
-10
-20
-30
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Scotland

South East
SE

Maintained & increased levels

Decreased levels

Attendances

64.0

36.0

Giftshop

77.8

22.2

Cafe/restaurant

64.3

35.7

Public funding

68.2

31.8

Business investment

40.0

60.0

Individual giving

59.1

40.9

Trusts & foundations

59.1

40.9

Arts performance index (API) – ranging from +50 to -50
UK wide

South East

40
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0
-10
-20
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South West
SW (% of respondents)

Maintained & increased levels Decreased levels

Attendances

44.4

55.6

Giftshop

71.4

28.6

Cafe/restaurant

66.7

33.3

Public funding

31.6

68.4

Business investment

21.1

79.0

Individual giving

55.6

44.4

Trusts & foundations

61.1

38.9

Arts performance index (API) – ranging from +50 to -50
UK wide
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-10
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Wales
Wales (% of respondents)

Maintained & increased levels

Decreased levels

Attendances
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100

0
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100

0

Public funding

61.5

38.5

Business investment

30.8

69.2
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54.5

45.5

Trusts & foundations

50

50

Arts performance index (API) – ranging from +50 to -50
UK wide
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10
0
-10
-20
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Wales

Yorkshire
Yorkshire (% of respondents)

Maintained & increased levels

Decreased levels

Attendances

71.4

28.6

Giftshop

78.6

21.4

Cafe/restaurant

91.7

8.3

Public funding

66.7

33.3

Business investment

40.0

60.0

Individual giving

53.8

46.2

Trusts & foundations

69.2

30.8

Arts performance index (API) – ranging from +50 to -50
UK wide
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